A brief statement on the advantages of using computer output microform (COM) for library catalogs introduces a general plan for implementing such a catalog in an academic library. The factors involved and types of decisions that must be made are discussed for each of eight steps in the process: determining the objectives of the catalog; choosing the format; data elements to be used; the visual presentation of the data; choosing a microfiche reader; determining the number of readers needed; choosing a service bureau; and user instruction. A formula for determining the monthly cost of maintaining the COM catalog is appended. The more than 60 references provided are listed in subject categories. (RAA)
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INTRODUCTION

"The new trend towards initially expensive - but in the long run cost-effective - microform catalogs could signal the approaching extinction of the bulky, hard copy book catalogs." This trend has come about through the following advantages of computer-output-microform (COM):

1. The programming required for converting from paper printout to COM is relatively simple requiring only a few hours.
2. The savings in time required to produce a COM tape as opposed a paper printout is generally in the 75-80 percent range.
3. The cost of the original copies of the report are approximately 50 percent less than for the same report on paper.
4. The savings on duplicate copies are even more dramatic. One microfiche, 207 pages at 42x, can be duplicated for about 10 cents.
5. The resulting reports occupy approximately 2 percent of the space occupied by the same print report. The 6000-page public catalog ... can easily be carried around in a pocket.
6. Access time is considerably reduced because of the ease of handling and scanning large amounts of data.
7. Distribution is considerably easier and considerably less costly if reports are to be mailed.
8. Turn-around time for COM reports is considerably reduced when compared to printing.

With these advantages in mind, it is important to understand the process of implementing a COM catalog. The objective of this study is to develop a plan for the implementation of a COM catalog. The plan will be developed with attention to the problems of an academic library.

The first step of the plan is to develop objectives for the COM catalog. The next step is to choose the format.
Then data elements to be included in each entry are chosen, followed by the visual presentation of the entries. Choosing a reader will be explained, as well as determining the appropriate number of readers. Choosing a service bureau will be discussed, as will user instruction. A formula for determining the monthly cost of maintaining the COM catalog will be included as Appendix A.
DETERMINING OBJECTIVES

For the COM catalog to be effective, the first step in the process is to determine the objectives of the catalog. Possible objectives include providing bibliographic information, providing subject access, providing holdings information, and user comfort. Once the objectives are determined, a system should be designed to meet those objectives.3

It is possible that a hybrid system will be best suited to meet the objectives. For instance, the Tucson Public Library has a COM catalog for the bibliographic description. Holdings and location information, including circulation records, which are constantly changing, are provided in an on-line system with brief entries so the information is always current.4

Frequency of updating and cumulation is also based upon the objectives. If one of the objectives is ease of access to information, the catalog should be cumulated frequently because it has been shown that people don't generally use supplements; instead they will look up only one entry and then stop.5 If currency of information is an objective, then the catalog should be updated at least every two weeks, which is the average time it takes for OCLC cards to be received and filed.
CHOOSING THE FORMAT

It is necessary to choose between microfiche and microfilm for the format of the catalog. The advantages of microfilm are that there are less units to handle, and the file sequence integrity is maintained because the user can't misfile an item. In addition, cassettes "are much less vulnerable than microfiche to undetected vandalism or loss." The disadvantages are that film is difficult to use if rapid reference to images on several reels is required. In addition, mounting and rewinding the film can be inconvenient or even an insurmountable obstacle for the user. The latter problem can be overcome by using a longer roll of film that stays in the machine or by using cassettes which don't require threading.

Among the advantages of microfiche are that "fiche readers are a good deal cheaper than motorized film readers, and the user tends to be able to cope with the not too demanding task of putting a fiche into a reader and refiling it when he is finished." Microfiche equipment is usually only a fraction of the cost of roll-film equipment, and fiche are inexpensive to produce, reproduce en masse, and distribute." This factor leads to the possibility of distribution to all academic departments and dormitories. "If an individual fiche is lost, it is more easily replaced than an entire reel of film. Disadvantages of fiche include loss ... and misfiling in multi-fiche sets."
DATA ELEMENTS

Many decisions will need to be made concerning which data elements should be included in a bibliographic entry. A choice must be made about the completeness of the bibliographic record. Short records save space, as well as "make it possible for the user to scan the catalog more efficiently." Meyer and Juergens have found "that a brief entry would be satisfactory, provided that a full bibliographic entry is available somewhere in the catalog for each title." A factor to consider in some libraries is that users "may even be confused by the display of full records." However, Western Kentucky University Library Services chose to provide "all information contained in the traditional catalog." Some questions may be helpful in deciding what bibliographic information to include:

1. Under which access point is it essential that the user be provided with complete bibliographical information regarding the item listed?
2. What are the data elements in the record which will provide the user with sufficient information to identify the work listed and to enable him to decide whether or not he needs the item?
3. To what extent will users need to obtain full bibliographical information for a listed item? How seriously will users be inconvenienced by having to refer from an access point under which limited data are shown to one under which the complete record is displayed?

A few studies have been done to determine what elements should be included if a shortened record is determined to be suitable. Chwe found that the call number was indispensable.
Additional items were rated "the most useful and necessary ones in the order of their appearance here: heading (author's name), title, date of publication, edition statement, tracing, publisher, author statement (in the body of the entry), notes, and place of publication." A study of catalog use at the University of Michigan General Library revealed that 84% "would have been successful with a hypothetical five-item computer catalog" consisting of author, title, subject headings, call number, and date of publication. Over 90% would have been successful if a contents note would have been added to the items in the catalog. Atherton reports that "title entries are of special importance, with each word accessible as a separate alphabetic entry with suitable provision for entry by means of singular/plural and other types of word-form variations, as well as synonyms" would be much more useful than the present structure of the catalog. UT-Dallas has chosen to provide different size entries in its various catalogs. "The author catalog contains very brief entries which consist of author, title statement, date of publication, and call number... The title catalog contains full entries which show the complete bibliographic record arranged in single paragraph style ... The more compact format permits more entries to be displayed on a page, an offsetting user benefit ... The subject entry consists of author, title, edition, date of publication, subject tracings, and call number ... The shelflist contains complete records which are arranged by call number." These
records include MARC tags to aid in tracking down problems. 22

Several other questions must be considered about entries in the catalog:

1. Should materials other than books be included, such as serials; microforms; nonprint materials...?
2. If the items to be presented comprise holdings in two or more physically separate buildings or units of a library, should the ... catalog reflect location of items?
3. Should the catalog include only current materials, that is, items added or published after a certain date?...
4. Should the catalog include only retrospective materials?
5. Should the catalog include both current and retrospective items?
6. If the catalog is to include materials currently added, what provision is to be made for updating (supplements and cumulations)?

The basic options for indexing of microfiche include:

1. **Eye-readable characters at the top of each fiche and/or bottom of each column.**
2. Column and row indexes which indicate the location of specific pages in a given fiche.
3. **Edge-notched coding.**

Wassom has found that the use of the second option "not only accelerates the search process but also gives the user an immediate visual scan of other subject heading possibilities, a strategy not easily accomplished using a card catalog." Reynolds recommends emphasizing headings and other important elements by use of capitalization, bold type and positioning. She discourages the use of mixed character sizes because of legibility considerations.
Such headings could include column headings printed between entries in a single column; guide words, single words or short phrases at the top of each frame; section headings printed at the beginning of a section indicating the purpose of the section; and running headings which appear at the top of each fiche. The number of columns per frame must also be decided upon. "The three-column format may make a 22 percent better use of space." However, a study at UT-Dallas revealed that a 65 percent majority preferred two columns.
CHOOSING A READER

There are many factors to consider when choosing a reader. It should be easy to maintain, because parts such as light bulbs will have to be replaced. It should be sturdy, so it will hold up to heavy use. The image quality of the reader should also be considered. A handbook published by the Council on Library Resources includes a packet of specially-prepared microfiche ... which can be used to assess the sharpness and evenness of a screen image from center to edges and corners. Magnification is an important consideration when choosing a reader. COM images are designed for legibility so they can be usefully displayed at about three quarters of original size ... Small type faces or detailed graphics can be overmagnified ... an important advantage that minimized eye fatigue and facilitated acceptance. Readers with dual magnification can meet both these functions. A captive-lens approach is recommended for two reasons: 1) focus is maintained as the magnification is changed; and 2) captive lenses cannot easily be stolen. If the catalog is small enough to fit on two to four fiche, one should consider a reader with a carrier capable of accepting two or four fiche at once. This capability would eliminate "the possibility that a user will have to change fiche to view a particular section of the catalog." Lighting in the area where the readers...
will be placed also affects the choice. There will probably be more glare on front-projection readers "located in a brightly lit area formerly devoted to a card catalog." However, some of "the adverse effect of ambient light can be minimized with a hood." There are several other factors which will affect user reaction. The focus should be easy to maintain. Screen illumination should be uniform. "Small areas of obviously greater brightness are undesirable" for user comfort. The image should be viewable other than in the direct line of vision in order to accommodate note-taking or other work habits. If the screen angle is flexible, it is easier to see for people wearing eyeglasses or contact lenses. Finally, the controls should be accessible to both right- and left-handers.

If microfilm is chosen as the medium, the factors to consider are somewhat different. If the catalog takes up several reels of film, then ease of loading is a major factor. Cassette loading is recommended for ease and quickness of removing and inserting the different rolls. Westminster City Libraries preferred a hand-operated model to a motorized one so "that the least mechanically-minded person ... could walk up to it and work it without difficulty." However, the National Library of Medicine preferred a motorized reader that provides high-speed movement of film.

After deciding which features are important, it is time to start considering different readers. Information
about readers that have been on the market for awhile is available in the *Auerbach Guide to Microform Readers and Reader-Printers*. More recent information can be located in *Auerbach Microform Reports* and in the March 1979 and March 1980 issues of *Library Technology Reports*.⁴⁹,⁵⁰,⁵¹,⁵²
DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF READERS

An adequate number of readers is necessary to avoid long lines waiting to use the catalog. However, an over-abundance of readers could prove to be an unnecessary expense. Knox and Miller have developed a method for determining the number of public computer terminals needed for an online catalog. "The technique and procedures used in the study are applicable in estimating the number of microform readers for a COM catalog."53 Queuing theory, a mathematical technique, was used in determining the number. The formula considers such variables as the rate of patron arrivals and the average waiting time.54 This method is recommended for determining the number of readers to purchase.
CHOOSING A SERVICE BUREAU

Libraries in a university setting will probably "have to rely on campus computer facilities for support. Therefore, the cooperation of campus computer centers will become crucial." In this case, one must obtain a firm commitment from the computer center before going ahead with the project. An additional factor to consider in this case is that it will probably take longer than anticipated for the computer center to develop the appropriate software to produce the catalog because of lack of understanding of the library's needs.

For most libraries, a service bureau is chosen to produce the COM catalog because of the variety of services and equipment available. "In selecting a COM service bureau, libraries should consider the availability of suitable recording and duplicating equipment, the range of services offered, assurance of quality control over both master and duplicate microforms, reasonable cost, and a record of satisfactory performance, preferably in similar applications." The latter can be determined by contacting current clients of the bureau. Quality can be determined by having sample fiche run from your computer tape, which should then be carefully examined.

Other factors to be considered when selecting a service bureau include turnarounds, "the availability
of back-up recorders, the level of software support provided
to customers during the crucial initial stage of COM pro-
duction, and staff expertise in both data processing and
micrographics. A tour of the service bureau's facilities
prior to conclusion of negotiations is recommended.”

If you are required to sign a contract agreeing to a minimum
number of fiche over a certain period, be careful that the
number is a realistic figure for your library.61

It is not necessary to be limited to only one service
bureau. The New York Public Library has used up to five
service bureaus at one time. In this way, they have been
able to keep costs down while receiving all the services
needed.62 One way to locate potential service bureaus is
through the Microfilm Source Book.63
USER INSTRUCTION

A user instruction program is vital to the acceptance of a COM catalog. The University of Toronto Library created a teaching team which completed the following steps: ascertained the catalog needs of staff and users; determined how the COM catalog would meet those needs; planned promotional campaigns aimed at reassuring staff and users; designed instructional materials to teach operation of the readers, searching and interpreting entries; evaluated the COM catalog, the promotional campaigns, and the instructional materials to determine if the needs were being met; and suggested improvement and redesigned materials when necessary. They determined that the best selling point to users was that it was easy to use. However, the staff needed reassurance about such fears as the work patterns would be seriously disrupted, the automatic record-handling system might not be reliable, and they would be replaced by computers. Reassurance came when a sample catalog was run with 30,000 entries that the staff could browse, then comment on. A newsletter which went to the staff every two weeks and explained the developments and problems helped them accept the reality of the COM catalog. A flip chart that was kept beside each reader explained how to use the reader, how to search the catalog, how to interpret the entries, and a directory for the campus libraries.
arranged by the codes used in the catalog. The New York State Library found that "such simple matters as ... instructional and directional aids, and labeling fiche readers with user instructions would have helped a great deal."
CONCLUSION

A method has been developed for implementing a COM catalog. The procedure begins with developing objectives, then goes on to choosing the format, the data elements to be included and the visual presentation of the entries. Choosing a reader is discussed, as well as determining the number of readers and choosing a service bureau. A formula for determining the monthly cost of maintaining the COM catalog will be included as Appendix A.
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COST

Before undertaking a project to convert to COM, one should be aware of the costs involved so that adequate funds will be available for the maintenance and updating of the system. King discusses a methodology for determining costs based on various cumulation and consolidation frequencies, but the model was not available for other libraries to use. Saffady presents the following formula for determining the monthly costs of a COM catalog:

\[(T + (L \times C) + (D \times F)) \times U + (R \times N) + M\]

Where:

- **T** = the cost of preparing a print-tape or appropriately-formatted COM tape utilizing one of the methodologies described...
- **L** = report length, expressed as the number of frames on film or fiche;
- **C** = the cost per frame to create COM master film or fiche, adjusted to reflect additional charges for incomplete rolls or fiche ...
- **D** = the number of required duplicates, typically expressed as the number of frames for roll microform applications or the number of fiche;
- **F** = the cost per frame for duplicate roll microforms or the cost per duplicate fiche;
- **U** = the update frequency, expressed as the number of times the COM report will be produced per month;
- **R** = the cost per reader or other display device;
- **N** = the number of use points to which the COM report will be distributed;
- **A** = the amortization period for readers or other display devices, expressed in number of months of useful life; if monthly rental or lease charges are substituted for R, division by the amortization period is omitted;
- **M** = the monthly equipment maintenance allowance or cost per month of maintenance contracts.
NOTES
